
1. Depart on a morning flight to 

Southern California. The first stop 

is the famous Queen Mary, a luxury 

liner now moored in Long Beach 

Harbor. Enjoy its lavish Sunday 

Champagne Buffet Brunch followed 

by a guided tour to learn about its 

historic past and see its updated 

conversion to a luxury hotel. A mid-

afternoon departure delivers you 

to nearby Newport for check-in at 

your luxury hotel. Marriott Newport 

Beach Hotel & Spa – 2 nights (BR)

2. This morning a short drive takes 

you to Roger’s Gardens in Corona 

Del Mar. Sitting on 7 acres, the 

gardens have become known as 

“America’s Most Beautiful Home 

and Garden Center.” Return to the 

hotel for time to relax before touring 

the grounds of the Festival of Arts 

and Pageant of the Masters in 

Laguna Beach. Dinner is included 

Laguna Beach and The Pageant of the Masters
Art comes to life at one of the world’s most unique festivals

3 Days • July 30 – August 1

at Tivoli Terrace 

Restaurant. 

Presented in an 

outdoor theatre, 

reserved orchestra 

seating provides 

comfortable 

and excellent 

viewing. Words 

fail to explain the 

pageant; you 

simply have to see 

it to believe it! (D)

3. Return to Laguna Beach to learn 

some behind-the-scenes secrets 

during a presentation with a speaker 

from the Pageant of the Masters. 

Lunch is included in Laguna Beach 

before a late afternoon flight returns 

you home. (L)

Includes Door-to-door airport 

service, roundtrip air to Southern 

California, accommodations, 3 

meals (1 brunch, 1 lunch, 1 dinner), 

attractions and admissions as noted 

in the itinerary and the services of 

a Sports Leisure Vacations Tour 

Director. 1400/1600 Gold Passport 

Points

$1495 p.p./dbl.occ., $1675 single

An artist explains his work to our group at the Festival of the Arts
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We are proud to present this tour in partnership with

 

A significant portion of the proceeds will be donated to our local NPR Stations
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